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Open up the possibilities
 with CertainTeed Freedom of Choice.





Freedom  
of Choice 

begins by  
working  

with you  
like a true  
partner  

should.

Instead of limiting 

your siding options, 

we trust in your 

wisdom. What’s 

more, we take pride 

in offering you a 

wonderful breadth 

of today’s distinctly 

different materials  

and designs:

  Cedar Impressions® 

Shakes 

  WeatherBoards™ 

Fiber Cement Siding

  CedarBoards™ 

Insulated Siding

  Vinyl Siding 

Collection



Freedom of  
Choice deepens 

as a strong 
relationship  

where the design 
opportunities 

extend as far  
as the imagination  

can take you.

While some companies 

come at you with hard-

ball tactics and no room 

for exploration, we deliver 

styles, shapes and colors 

in an extraordinary array  

of alternatives.



It’s definitely not about 

doing it one way—or else. 

It’s about being open to  

the possibilities. 

Now let’s have a look at 

what we can do. Together.

In the end,  
Freedom of  

Choice is about 
being able to do  

what you do best:  
making the

right decisions 
that please 
homeowners.
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CertainTeed  
Freedom of Choice.

It’s absolutely about stunning siding. But it’s really about so  

much more. Today, there are all kinds of beautiful siding choices out 

there. And each one has the potential to make homeowners very, very happy.

We know that’s not a message you’ve been hearing from others in the 

marketplace. That’s why we’re taking this opportunity to share our 

commitment to your ability to be, well—free.

CertainTeed believes in you. We believe in choices. And we most certainly 

believe that having a lot of options—as opposed to just one—is not only 

what makes life wonderful. It’s what helps you prosper.

From the four most popular siding materials, to endless design possibilities, 

to programs for building your business, CertainTeed Freedom of Choice has 

more to offer you.
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Why limit your opportunities?

With more choices in material, you have more to offer.  

Getting more bids. Growing your market. Taking advantage of today’s 

exterior design trends. It all comes back to Freedom of Choice.

CertainTeed Freedom of Choice represents the ability to surprise 

homeowners with a range of possible options. And then settle on the ones 

that are most pleasing. In fact, we offer the broadest selection of siding 

materials available from any one source: Cedar Impressions® Shakes, 

WeatherBoards™ Fiber Cement Siding, CedarBoards™ Insulated Siding, and 

Vinyl Siding Collection. Each has their own unique advantages. Between 

them all, you’ll have the right material for any kind of project.
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The timeless appeal of wood is painstakingly recreated in our Cedar Impressions Shakes. 

Each style is designed to capture the look of freshly sawn wood, the distinctive patterns 

of randomly sized boards, and a finely crafted finished appearance. 

 Shakes feature varying patterns and deep shadow lines for a rustic, hand-split look

 Shingles feature clean edges and smooth lines for a subtle, elegant appearance

 TrueTexture™ finish is molded from real cedar shake boards

  Variety of depths, straight or staggered edges, and 

even half-rounds

  Colors range from deep earth tones to airy neutrals and 

sun-kissed pastels

  Reinforcing ribs and lock tabs improve strength and 

structural stability

 Patented PanelThermometer™ ensures accurate installation

 Ideal for whole-house or accent applications

Whether you’re cladding a Cape Cod beach house, a Midwestern cabin, or a California 

modern, you can help homeowners make a statement with the authenticity, tradition, 

and timeless style of CertainTeed Cedar Impressions Shakes.

Cedar Impressions® Shakes.
Distinctively crafted. Ruggedly beautiful.
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The easy-to-read PanelThermometer 
temperature strip eliminates the guesswork 
in determining the panel temperature, 
helping you install Cedar Impressions 
Shakes properly in any season.
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WeatherBoards Fiber Cement Siding from CertainTeed offers the look of wood that 

a growing number of today’s homeowners want, not to mention rich colors and 

stunning textures. But its beauty is far more than skin deep. WeatherBoards 

Fiber Cement Siding relies on environmentally sustainable principles to create 

technologically advanced, earth-friendly siding.

 Offered in a variety of shapes and profiles with realistic textures

  Available with ColorMax®  finish, which includes an array of factory-applied 

solid colors and premium stains, or primed ready to be painted

 Requires substantially lower maintenance than wood

 Extremely durable and dimensionally stable

 Impervious to wood-boring insects

 Does not become brittle, split, swell or rot

 Non-combustible so it will not ignite

 Patented formula contains recycled material

WeatherBoards Fiber Cement Siding is engineered for decades of superior 

protection, wear and durability, and is backed by a century-long tradition of 

excellence and customer satisfaction.

 WeatherBoards™ Fiber Cement Siding.
 The appearance you want.
 The performance you need.

Prefinished paints and stains.

Or any color you want. It’s your freedom of choice.
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CedarBoards Insulated Siding from CertainTeed offers color, texture and beauty 

on the outside, while delivering warmth, comfort and quiet on the inside. 

In other words, you can tell homeowners it’s like wrapping their house in a 

beautiful, cozy blanket. 

 Attractive, flat wood plank appearance

 Premium thick vinyl molded from selected cedar boards

  Variety of profiles including clapboard, dutchlap, and 

board and batten

 18 stylish colors

  Custom-contoured foam backing can increase thermal 

performance of the wall 

 Greater strength and resilience than ordinary vinyl

 Reduces air infiltration to inhibit drafts

 Absorbs sound for a quieter interior

 Meticulously engineered and designed for precision performance, 

CedarBoards Insulated Siding is a choice you can trust. And a choice your 

homeowners will enjoy for a lifetime. 

 CedarBoards™ Insulated Siding.

 The essential elements for a lifetime of easy living. 
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Vinyl siding has enjoyed a popular following for years, and CertainTeed Vinyl Siding 

has been consistently ranked as the number one brand of choice. We offer several 

product lines, along with an array of options homeowners will appreciate. In fact, 

we deliver the widest selection of colors, styles and design choices—all backed by 

outstanding warranty coverage. 

 Dozens of stylish and architecturally relevant colors

 Smooth finish and natural wood textures

  Wide-board, clapboard, dutchlap, beaded, board and 

batten, shakes and shingles 

 Complementary soffit and accessories

 Virtually maintenance-free, never needs painting

  Patented STUDfinder™ and lock designs provide 

accurate and secure installation

 Excellent fire rating

With all these choices, you’ll find a vinyl siding 

solution for any style of project—from Victorian to 

Bauhaus—at practically any budget—from bungalow 

to mansion. 

 Vinyl Siding Collection.
 The popular choice for looks and practicality.

Patented installation innovation. 
CertainTeed offers the only siding engineered to include an integral installation 

guide on each panel. The patented STUDfinder™ installation system is designed to 

help ensure a precise installation for optimum siding performance. 
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So many advantages.  

      All from one source.

CertainTeed Siding 

 Freedom of Choice at a Glance.

Relative Installed Cost for other cladding products not listed above: 
$$$$$$ - Brick and Stone 
$$$$$ - Stucco and Cedar Shakes    
Source: R.S. Means

WeatherBoards™ Fiber Cement SidingCedar Impressions® Shakes CedarBoards™ Insulated Siding Vinyl Siding Collection

$$$

Product 
Description

Features  
& Benefits

Maintenance 

Sustainability

Warranty 

Color  
Options

Realistic 

Textured

Distinctive 

Authentic 

Substantial 

Versatile

Innovation 

Energy  
Savings

Durable

The naturally rustic appearance of  
Cedar Impressions® offers the look of 
true cedar shakes without the high cost  
or maintenance.

The beautiful woodgrain and rock-solid durability 
combine to make WeatherBoards™ Fiber Cement 
an increasingly popular siding choice. 

The superior insulating performance of 
CedarBoards™ provides unsurpassed  
comfort and reduced energy costs  
season after season, year after year.

As America’s most popular siding, CertainTeed’s 
Vinyl Siding Collection offers style, affordability  
and lasting performance.

Over 30 color options (including natural stains)
• Over 20 prefinished colors and stains

• Primed boards for unlimited color flexibility
Over 15 color options Over 40 color options 

Virtually maintenance-free
(Never needs painting)

Virtually maintenance-free
(Never needs painting)

• NAHB Green Approved Product 
• Contributes to LEED and NAHB credits
• Contains recycled material
• EPA Energy Star Rated 

• NAHB Green Approved Product 
• Contributes to NAHB credits

Low maintenance 
(Recommended periodic painting 
with virtually unlimited color options)

Virtually maintenance-free
(Never needs painting)

• NAHB Green Approved Product 
• Contributes to NAHB credits

$$$$ $$$ $ – $$

• Attractive flat wood plank appearance 

• Contributes to energy savings

•  Strong, rigid contoured foam construction 
provides solid look and feel

• PermaColor™ Technology for Fade Protection

• Authentic woodgrain for natural appearance 

• Superior durability for long-lasting performance

• Architecturally faithful to traditional wood styling 

• FiberTect® primer seals against moisture

• ColorMax® Finishing System for pre-applied color

• The deepest cedar grain texture in the industry

•  Exceptionally versatile as a whole house 
siding or a distinct accent

•   Enhanced panel thickness helps stand up
to strong winds and harsh weather

• PermaColor™ Technology for Fade Protection

•  Broad selection of products to create and 
re-create a variety of styles

• A wide range of smooth and woodgrain textures 

• Attractive and affordable 

• PermaColor™ Technology for Fade Protection 

Selection

Cost 
Effective 

Reliable

Installed 
Cost*

*  Relative Installed Cost – Dollar signs ($) represent the relative values for 
installed cost (material + labor) of all types of cladding products. One ($) sign 
represents the lowest installed cost as compared to six ($$$$$$) being the 
highest. Actual values will vary according to geographic region, structure type 
and complexity of installation. To verify actual costs, contact a credentialed 
CertainTeed contractor.

• NAHB Green Approved Product 
• Contributes to LEED and NAHB credits
• Contains recycled material 

Industry leading warranty† protection from a manufacturer with more than a century of building materials expertise. 
†See full warranty for details.



When we promise Freedom of Choice, we mean it—right down to the details. Trim and 

accessories from CertainTeed are designed to work together as a system with our siding 

products, which makes the creation of complementary accents easy. With this lineup, you 

can give homeowners a way to personalize their house and make a unique statement. 

  Restoration Millwork® exterior trim

— Made of cellular PVC 

— Accents, trimboards, sheets, beadboard, moulding and decorative accessories 

— More than 20 specialty profiles can be combined for a unique design 

— TrueTexture™ finishes are molded from real wood

  Vinyl Carpentry™ vinyl exterior trim

— A complete line of soffit, decorative accents and accessories 

— Wide variety of colors to coordinate with siding 

— Virtually maintenance-free, never needs painting

Details, details, and even more details. Ideal for so many reasons, our trim and accessories 

are the perfect finishing touch.

Trim. The finishing touch that really 
 sets a home apart. 
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Today, choosing the right exterior products is not just about creating shelter, it’s 

also about creating additional living and play rooms—outdoors. So, think beyond 

siding, and extend the beauty and comfort of your homeowners’ living spaces 

outward. Our Living Spaces Collection also includes a full suite of gorgeous—yet 

low-maintenance—railing, decking and fence products offered in countless colors, 

styles and textures.

  EverNew® railing, posts and columns

— Composite, vinyl and aluminum 

— Variety of baluster styles including colonial, square, twist, basket and glass 

— Color, stain and metal finishes

  EverNew® decking

— Composite and vinyl 

— Rich shades and textures that are resistant to staining, fading and chalking 

— Hidden fastener system

  Fence

— High-quality, durable vinyl 

— Innovative styles, colors and textures

The CertainTeed Living Spaces portfolio of products is designed to work in harmony 

to give you the opportunity to offer a complete package that is good-looking,  

low-maintenance and long-lasting. 

 Living Spaces.™ The freedom of the outdoors. 
 The choice of environment. 
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Marketing Materials  CertainTeed is committed to helping your business reach its full potential. Our 

contractor support programs provide a rich assortment of marketing materials specifically designed to help 

promote your business and differentiate you from the competition. They’re chock-full of ideas, tools and 

strategies to increase sales and improve your bottom line. 

Build-it Tour™ Bring your crew to this in-the-field training program. 

Expand your knowledge of CertainTeed product features and benefits, learn 

proper installation techniques, reduce callbacks and increase profits. 

5-Star Contractor Program and Master Remodeler Program Offering the opportunity to 

achieve higher standards of expertise, these programs are a great way to differentiate yourself in the 

marketplace. As a participant, you will also receive leads, credentials, merchandising opportunities, 

marketing tools and financial incentives.  

ColorView™ is the premier electronic resource for color, style and 

design visualization, improving your opportunities to sell products and 

upgrades. It’s available online, on CD through your distributor or as a 

download at www.certainteed.com. 

VSI Certified Installer Program  Sponsored by the Vinyl Siding Institute 

(VSI), this program offers the highest level of independent certification in the 

industry and ensures that individuals are trained to complete installations in 

compliance with ASTM D4756, the industry standard. 

Master Craftsman  Available online or via workbook, this series provides 

a thorough understanding of CertainTeed’s lines of siding, soffit, trim, 

fence, railing and decking. You’ll also receive recognition that can help you stand apart from your 

competition and be listed on our contractor locator at www.certainteed.com.

Show Me The Money  If you are a remodeling contractor and 

purchase eligible CertainTeed siding, trim, railing and decking 

products, you can receive cash rebates loaded onto a debit card that 

you can spend any way you like. 

Building Solutions® Remodeler Program  As a remodeler, you can 

qualify for this program when you purchase multiple CertainTeed products 

from different categories. The benefits include training, support and financial 

rewards and rebates. 

Award of Excellence  For an opportunity to gain valuable recognition, you can 

photograph and submit your best projects. All entries to the CertainTeed Award 

of Excellence program are carefully considered, and winners receive marketing 

tools to help promote their achievement, including a press release, presentation 

certificate and homeowner letter. 

We also offer opportunities that help build your business. 
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Sure, we understand that specializing in one type of siding might give 

you a niche and allow you to perfect your craft. But with the growing 

popularity of fiber cement, the practicality of vinyl, and the benefits of 

insulated siding and polymer shakes to consider—the time is right for 

Freedom of Choice. What’s more, our promise of choice even extends to 

accent details and outdoor living spaces. 

Choice is good. And with CertainTeed standing by you, we believe the 

potential is even better.

The time is right.



CertainTeed Corporation
P.O. Box 860
Valley Forge, PA 19482

Professional: 800-233-8990 
Consumer: 800-782-8777 
www.certainteed.com

ASK ABOUT OUR OTHER CERTAINTEED PRODUCTS AND SYSTEMS:

Code No. CTS408, © 10/10 CertainTeed Corporation, Printed in U.S.A.

EXTERIOR: ROOFING • SIDING • WINDOWS • FENCE • RAILING • TRIM • DECKING • FOUNDATIONS • PIPE
INTERIOR:  INSULATION • GYPSUM • CEILINGS

Polymer Shakes & Shingles

Insulated Siding

Fiber Cement Siding

Decking and RailingPVC Exterior Trim & Beadboard

Vinyl Siding Vinyl Carpentry® Trim Housewrap

CertainTeed products are designed to work together and complement 
each other in color and style to give your home a beautiful finished look.

Fence


